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CARBONIA, a special town ...
... in a special island

was built in 1938 (during the fascist period) in the middle of a coal mine site.
Secondary School with courses in:

« Business Information Systems » (an expert qualified in “Management, Finance and Marketing”, with the computer science skills which are highly required in today’s job market )

« Tourism » (an expert with specific expertise in the field of national and international economic macro phenomena and in the field of civil & fiscal legislation, in addition to specific skills in the field of companies )

« Agricultural and Rural Development » (an expert with skills related to the development, production and marketing of agricultural and agro-industrial products )

(*) Autonomous Region of SARDINIA
I.I.S. “Cesare BECCARIA” Carbonia

Our courses are implemented by many teaching and training activities:

- International, national and local training activities
- ECDL courses and certifications
- eTwinning
- Open monument weekends
- Foreign language certifications
- Photography courses
- Clil projects
- School trips
International training activities allow students to

• develop their Knowledge of the working world
• arise their awareness concerning their own skills and their links with the working activities
• develop their self-awareness and self-knowledge
International training activities
National training activities
The European Computer Driving Licence course allows students to:

- develop/increase their essential ICT knowledge and skills
- get internationally-recognized qualifications
- improve their job prospects and job mobility
- enhance their role and the quality of their job
This is an important event for the local community: students welcome visitors and guide them to the discovery of the archaeological, historical, artistic and environmental heritage of Carbonia. This event allows citizens and the whole community to take their own traditions back and to consolidate their collective identity.
E.TWINNING

“Baltic Sea-Mediterranean: two closed seas—two big hugs”

It is an important experience for teachers and students and it aims to:
• improve students learning processes
• retrieve their basic skills
• simplify their competence acquisition in Italian, English, Science, and Geography
Foreign language certifications
(English – French - German)

Students can attend intensive language courses at school in order to improve their language skills and get international certifications such as Cambridge KET and PET Certificates and French DELF Certificate.
CLIL
(Content and Language Integrated Learning)

The foreign language (English) is used to deal with the content of a non linguistic subject such as Accountancy, Computer Science, Art .......

Students learn the English language while using it
CLIL
(Content and Language Integrated Learning)

Given: selling price = $24,
discount = 25% of the marked price
but: (marked price) = (selling price) + discount

Expressing each of these quantities as percentages of the marked price, we have:

marked price

selling price

discount

(100% of the marked price) = (x% of the marked price) + (25% of the marked price)

So the selling price must be: (100-25 = 75)% of the marked price, i.e:

selling price = \frac{75}{100} \times \text{(marked price)}

So:

marked price = \frac{100}{75} \times \text{(selling price)}

\begin{align*}
\text{marked price} &= \frac{100}{75} \times 24 \\
&= \frac{75 \times 24}{75} \\
&= 32
\end{align*}

- The CD usually costs $32, and the cash discount is: (32-24) = $8.00
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSES

Photography courses at school aim to improve the relationship between perception and thought and the ability to observe and to focus on the surrounding environment. They also promote different processes of research and attention to the different expressive photographic forms.
Schooltrips

Strasbourg  Barcelona

Florence  Paris

Venice  London
Over the years students have visited many places of interest in Sardinia in Italy and in Europe and they have developed their knowledge of the world around them. School trips promote students’ intercultural awareness, develop their communicative skills and allow them to visit the main places (towns, monuments, museums) of historical and artistic value and interest.
Schooltrips